Characteristics of generalised epileptiform activity.
To study the age-related occurrence of specific features of generalised epileptiform activity (GEA), their correlation with EEG background activity (BA), and their internal correlation. 17,723 consecutive routine EEGs from 12,511 patients were annotated and categorised into a database. The first EEG containing GEA from all 325 patients with such activity were selected and categorised for GEA features. The BA was studied in multivariable fractional polynomial regression models including intervening variables. The GEA features were studied in similar models for age-dependency and internal correlation. High GEA-amplitude and low GEA-frequency correlated with BA slowing. The occurrence of 'irregular spike/sharp slow wave' pattern increased with age (p=0.003). Hyperventilation sensitivity was not age-related. There was no correlation between hyperventilation sensitivity and photoparoxysmal response. The age-related probability for specific GEA-types was established. High GEA-amplitude and low GEA-frequency correlate with BA slowing, indicating cerebral cortical dysfunction. Hyperventilation sensitivity and photoparoxysmal response independently increase the yield of EEG. There is no age-dependency for hyperventilation sensitivity showing that an upper age threshold for hyperventilation provocation is inappropriate. The results extend our understanding of GEA and help the electroencephalographer in weighing the various GEA components.